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immediate cross-over can be controlled by ft halt" signs or signals,
or, less efficiently, by " slow " signs, fc< flaring" may be introduced
if required.
2.	T Junction,   This shows right and left curves for easy move-
ment of two-way traffic (Fig. 79):  the width of roadway on the
curves should be at least 24 ft.
Flaring of the main road is of great assistance to traffic joining or
leaving the main road.
 3.	Y Junctions.   Three examples (Figs, 80a-c) are shown for con-
nections for types of Y junction by the use of large islands.
 4.	Channelized Y Junction.   This method shows (Fig. 81) how
directional islands may be employed to create short one-way roads
which allow resting space at the one point where there is across-over.
 5.	Flared Intersections.   Examples are shown in Figs. 82 and 83
of " flaring " and separating islands; Fig. 82a for an intersection of a
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major and minor road;   and Fig. 826 for an intersection of two
major roads,
 6.	Methods of Flaring at T Junction.   There are three methods of
widening or " flaring" at a T Junction, viz. (a) by widening on the
same side as the branch road; (b) hy widening on the opposite side;
and (c) by widening equally on both sides of the main road to give
an extra lane; these are shown in Fig. 83.
 7.	Dividing Islands for T Junction.   These may be provided by
widening sufficiently to form tapered central islands; in Fig. 84 it
is suggested that the island should be in colour and be raised slightly,
somewhat on the lines of a modified traffic prow.
8.	Waiting Space on Dual Carriage-ways.   On a dual carriage-way
road the centre island may be no wider than 4 ft. and frequently is
not greater than 10 ft.   This does not allow waiting space for traffic
making a right turn either from the main road or from a branch
road; by widening out the two carriage-ways as shown in Fig, 85, a
separate island may be formed with " Turn Left" signs facing the
minor roads; this will allow waiting space for traffic making the
cross-over.
1 The principles of grade separation may be applied at any inter-

